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The four original Hughes brothers had a Corporate mission statement before such statements were popular. "Produce the highest quality material, price it competitively and ship it on time" was the policy when the Company was founded in 1921, and continues to be our daily guideline.

Early production was centered around wood products such as crossarms, braces, wood guy guards, and ground wire moulding. As the industry grew so did Hughes Brothers, Inc. In the early 1940's, pole line hardware and custom manufactured metal fittings and parts were added to the expanding product line. Today, our factory houses a complete wood, metal and fiberglass manufacturing operation.

Hughes Brothers has always preferred to keep all manufacturing "in-house". This includes pultruding our own fiber reinforced polyester rod for our fiberglass products. We have a versatile metal fabrication facility complete with our own galvanizing plant. Our wood working shops can handle almost any size material. We operate our own wood preserving facility which is maintained and operated completely in accordance with EPA guidelines.

The Hughes Engineering Department is the beneficiary of years of full scale testing of hundreds of different transmission and distribution components and full scale structures. Additionally, our association with the country's leading utility engineers has given us a unique background in the structural design of transmission and distribution products. We continue to offer this engineering experience and expertise to the utility industry without obligation.

We hope this catalog illustrates the part or component you require, but if not, please do not hesitate to call our Engineering and/or Sales Departments for more information. Thank you for your interest in Hughes Brothers products and services.
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